Abstract: This paper presents a filter-based algorithm called PREDICTOR for optimizing multidimensional K-NN queries in WSN. A filter installed at each sensor node is a node value distribution range. It is used to prevent the node from sending the data that belongs to the covering range of the filter, and so the node's energy is saved.
Introduction
The recent advancement in wireless communication, sensor and electronics has provided us a new production of computing device: wireless sensor. It is battery-powered, small in size, multifunctional, and low in cost. Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is composed of a large number of sensor nodes, and can be deployed into some special circumstances to carry out the tasks that are risky or high-cost for human beings. For example: scientists deploy a WSN that consists of 32 nodes on the Great Duck island off the coast Maine to monitor the habitat of seabird without any human disturbance [1] . Another instance is that an ecologist can collect data within one minute from 30 weather stations that distribute over the range of 1760 ha., which will cost 2 days at least by artificial acquisition [2] .
A key challenge in wireless sensor network is how to make use of the limited power efficiently to prolong the node lifetime as long as possible [3, 4] . In this direction, most research concentrates on single-object monitoring optimization, and less on multiple-object. However, in practice a sensor node may generate multidimensional data, which means that several readings from multiple observed objects are included. For example, in the system of safety monitoring of coal mine, numbers of wireless sensor nodes are scattered throughout saps, and they are collecting environmental data such as firedamp concentration, wind speed, temperature, and negative pressure. Obviously, in this application the data is multidimensional, and every item involved is important to the safety in production. At some time people plan to exploit a new working face in this coal mine, and a volume of environmental parameters that are suitable for human beings to work are given. Then, we should find out from thousands of nodes in a quick and energy-efficient way that which nodes have the physical readings nearest to the given parameters. It is a typical K-NN query, and the traditional K-NN query optimization algorithms seem invalid here because they are all based on the existing datasets. The PREDICTOR algorithm presented in this paper aims at this problem. Considering that in WSN data transmission is the predominant factor that leads to the loss of node energy [5] , the main idea of the algorithm PREDICTOR is to prevent the nodes that are unlikely to enter the result set from sending data.
Initially, as soon as the wireless sensor network has been deployed, each node is asked to sense its surroundings immediately to collect some data as samples. Then, all the samples are converged onto the server. At a certain time, user initiates a multidimensional K-NN query, which includes a query vector with m attributes corresponding to the m monitored objects. Next, server will calculate the distance between the samples and the query vector using Euclid distance formula and determine filters for nodes accordingly. In order to guarantee a node could receive its filter correctly, we define the format of the query requirement message. On receiving the query requirement message, the node will sense its surroundings for instantaneous data. Similarly, it calculates the distance between the physical data and the query vector. In any case, the nodes that rank the front K in samples must feedback. Others will determine whether to report their data by comparing the distance value with filter. If the distance value goes beyond the filter, then the node will update its data. Otherwise, the node will keep silent. After the server has received all the feedbacks, it can determine the final answer to the K-NN query. With the steps above PREDICTOR can prevent most nodes from sending useless data. Undoubtedly, PREDICTOR may add some computing burden to server and nodes. However, we consider that the cost is acceptable because of the following two reasons: (1) the energy cost in calculation is much less than that in data transmission; (2) If a proper method is adopted, the node filters can be pushed down into the sensor network along with the query requirement message, which means that no more messages are needed for filter updating.
Preliminaries
The K-Nearest Neighbor query is a central problem in the area of similarity search [6, 7] . K-NN query in sensor network is to find k sensor nodes with values nearest to the given conditions or nodes. Assume that there is a wireless sensor network S with n sensor nodes, i.e. S={s 1 ,s 2 ,…,s n }. |S| represents the number of nodes, i.e. |S|=n.
There are m objects being monitored, and each object can be regarded as an attribute and recorded as A. According to the definition above, at any time data got by node s i is an m-dimensional vector:
. Suppose q is a user query requirement, then .
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The PREDICTOR Algorithm
There are five phrases in PREDICTOR: initialization phrase, filter generation phrase, filter update phrase, data update phrase and result generation phrase. For the simplicity of discussion, we assume that the server messages could reach node in a single-hop way, while those from node must be delivered to server in a multi-hop way.
Initialization phrase
As mentioned above, as soon as the wireless sensor network is built, PREDICTOR will initiate sampling from across the network. Let l denote the number of sampling times, and t i denote the interval for sampling. After the time of (l−1)*t i , we can get the samples space T l×n , In order to guarantee that T l×n can reflect the current situation precisely and timely, we can keep incremental maintenance on T l×n . An optional maintenance scheme is that we can collect samples from across the network with a fixed frequency and use time window to select data for T l×n . The parameters, l, t i and the sampling frequency, are strongly related to the practical applications and the energy left on the node. Their values should be adjustable at the run time. In this paper we suppose that the samples in T l×n are always the newest and efficient. The server keeps the global samples, and each sensor node keeps its own locally, as depicted in Fig.1 q into a query matrix Q l×n as
, the distance between the matrices Q l×n and T l×n , is calculated as Eq. (3) (3) Next, PREDICTOR will determine filters according to D l×n . In order to eliminate the chanciness, we sum up the values of distance in l samples. Let Γ be the summation vector, and then it can be described as
Γ
. A filter is in fact a range which most instantaneous values of a node fall into. If the physical environment varies smoothly and the sample space is the newest, then Γ can be used to calculate the filters for its statistical regularity.
We sort the elements in Γ, and for simplicity, the sorted result can be recorded as Figure 2 shows the relative element positions in value domain.
There are several ways to determine a filter for a node, and theoretically, each node can be assigned with a unique filter. For example, we can use the median of the elements in neighbor in Γ ′ as the boundaries of filter. 
For node s n , ub n is
Unfortunately, the method above has two serious disadvantages. Firstly, to receive filter will consume node energy, which makes it impossible for us to inform each node of its filter. Secondly, it is obvious that the more backward a node lies in Γ ′ , the little chance it has to enter the final result set. However, the method above is unaware of the node importance level to the query, and so it will lead to some useless transmission.
In fact, the whole domain in Fig.2 can be divided into two ranges: and . Then, all the nodes can be divided into two groups according to these two ranges.
The first group consists of the front k nodes in Γ ′ , and other nodes compose the second group. Obviously, the first group seems more likely to be the final result than the second group. Furthermore, nodes in the second group have different importance levels. Those with summations close to are more likely to be the final result.
can be assigned as one shared filter for the nodes in the first group, and should be divided into several filters for the nodes in the second group. For that sake, we introduce λ and α into PREDICTOR. λ is a parameter of distance, . α
represents an adjusting coefficients vector (α 1 ,α 2 ,…,α i ,…). Conclusively, the filters can be calculated as : We can see from the Eq.(8) that, given the same λ, if α 1 = α 2 =…=α i =…, then the range
is divided equally. If α 1 ≠α 2 ≠…≠α i ≠…, then the range is divided unequally.
Especially, if α 1 <α 2 <…<α i <…, then the filters will change larger and larger. The larger filter a node owns, the less data it is inclined to report.
Up to here, we have determined the filters for all the nodes. The server needs to save the corresponding relationship between the node and its filter. For that sake, we assign node boxes for each of the filters. Figure 3 shows the scenario of equant filters and their corresponding node boxes. Fig.3 The equant filters and their node boxes
Filter update phrase
Filters, along with the query vector, are enveloped in the query requirement message. In order to guarantee that a node could parse its filter correctly, we should define the query requirement message format first. There are four parts in the query message: v q , λ and α. α represents the types of the adjusting coefficient vectors, Table 1 . The mapping relationships are saved not only on the server but also on all nodes.
Table 1 The values of α α
The vector of adjusting coefficients 1
(
Data update phrase
When the sensor node s i receives the query requirement message, it will extract its filter first, and then determine whether to report its readings by the following steps:
Step Step 2. Reduce all filters according to Eq.(8);
Step 3. Determine whether to update its readings or not. 
Result generation phrase
After sending out the query requirement message, the server will come into the state of waiting. Within the maximum time delay, the server could receive some feedbacks from some of the nodes. For those nodes that have data reported, the corresponding relationship between node and node box should be adjusted. In other words, some nodes should be relocated. After the node relocation, a node box may get or lose some nodes. In terms of the distance to v q , any two nodes that lie in the different box are in order because node boxes are in order, while those that lie in the same node box are out of order. Since the answer of K-NN query only has k nodes, which is the minority of the whole, it is unnecessary to sort all the nodes now. It will be postponed until we have determined the candidate result set.
Finally, It starts to search the node box in turn from the lowest one and pick out the nodes inside into R until |R|≥k. When the searching procedure stops, there are two situations. If |R|=k, then R is the final result set. If |R|>k, then we needs to visit the nodes that are in R and did not give any feedbacks in data update phrase so as to tell the frontal k nodes. Though the visiting is directed and refers to little nodes, we hope that it can be avoided. Thus, we make a small improvement on PREDICTOR.
We define P as the once-query success rate of the algorithm PREDICTOR. P is the ratio of the number of the nodes that meet the situation of to k. If p=100%, then the procedure of directed visiting can be avoided. Deep analysis shows that P is affected by k. Then we can increase P by increasing k properly. The relationship between P and k is described in Experiment 4 in detail.
Benefit and cost analysis
In this subsection, we will build the models to evaluate the benefit and the cost that PREDICTOR brings to a node. Let SC denote the energy cost (mJ) that is used for sending one byte, and RC denote the energy cost for receiving one byte. byte(x) stands for the total bytes that x occupies.
(1) The total cost if no filter is used.
(2) The total cost if a filter is used. 
The benefit that a node gains in energy saving.
Performance Evaluation
For evaluating the performance of PREDICTOR, we made four simulative experiments which are based on two real traces: TAO project dataset and Intel Lab dataset. TAO (tropical atmosphere ocean) project is set up for improved detection, understanding and prediction of El Niño and La Niña [8] . It consists of about 70 moored ocean buoys in the Tropical Pacific Ocean. Instruments embedded in each buoy can measure over 20 physical phenomena at the same time. We selected five of them in our experiment as attributes. They are air temperature, dynamic height, isotherm depth, relative humidity and surface met. The second is Intel Lab data [9] . It comes from 54 nodes deployed in the Intel Berkeley Research lab. We selected three attributes in our experiment: humidity, temperature and light.
Comparatively, TAO data is more dispersive in distribution than Intel Lab data.
Experiment 1. Comparison on the number of nodes that send data for two basic methods of filter determination.
We adopt two basic methods to determine the value of λ. The first is that the nodes except for the front k ones share one big filter, i.e. , we can see that when k≤20, the first method sends less messages than the second one. This is because there are more nodes sharing one big filter, and fewer nodes could violate it. However, with the increment of the value of k, more nodes are asked to report their data, and at the same time, the shortening of the shared filter makes more nodes violate their filters. Especially in the first method, if the number of the nodes with
is less than k, then the directed visiting is needed, which means that all the nodes have been disturbed.
In other words, the second method is more stable in the column of communication. This is more obvious in the application of niche monitoring because the data is relatively concentrative. Experiment 2. How does the continuous changes of λ affect on the column of communication?
In the second experiment, we reviewed the relationship between λ and the number of the disturbed nodes for different k. Theoretically, the value of λ will affect the size of filters, and thus affect the performance of the algorithm PREDICTOR. The experiment result is in Fig.6(a) and Fig.6(b) . In order to make it clear, we select arithmetical progression as the vector of adjusting coefficients. Moreover, we set k to 1, 5, 10 and 20, which are more common in K-NN queries.
From Fig.6 , we can see that whether the λ is too great or too small will both lead to the increment of the
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number of the nodes that are asked to report data. When λ=0 there are no filters and all the nodes are asked to send their data. The reasonable value of λ depends on the specific applications, just as that in TAO project (see Fig.6(a) ), when λ=800, the transmission column is the minimum, while in Intel Lab data, it goes to 400. In the third experiment, the value of k is fixed to 10, and we choose three different values of α to initialize filters, which means that three different vectors of adjusting coefficient are used. They are arithmetical progression
(1,2,3,…,i,…), geometric progression (1,2,4,…,2i,…), and Fibonacci. Among the three arrays, filters generated with the geometric progression increase most quickly, while those generated with the arithmetical progression increase most slowly. With the help of the tilted filters, the backer a node lies in Γ ′ , the less it violates its filer, and the less possibly it sends data. The result is shown in Fig.7 .
The experiment in Fig.7 shows that among the three arrays, Fibonacci is more efficient, because it makes the size of filters increase smoothly. If it increases too fast as with geometric progression, directed visiting may be needed, which will lead to some extra transmission. If it increases too slowly, more nodes will violate their filters, which will lead to more transmission, too. Fibonacci seems more suitable to the data distribution than the other two.
Experiment 4. How does it influence on the once-query success rate if k is increased properly to k′?
In this experiment, we increase k to k′, i.e. k′=β*k, to avoid the procedure of directed visiting. As mentioned in Section 3, P denotes the once-query success rate. For eliminating the chanciness, we repeat the experiment with ten groups of testing data, and select the average of P. Table 2 shows the result on TAO data. 
Related Work
There is much work in the research on optimizing K-NN query. In 1984, Guttman, et al. proposed R-tree structure [10] . The structure of tree can help to speed up K-NN query. Other similar algorithms include R*-tree [11] , K-D-B-tree [12] , SS-tree [13] , X-tree [14] and BBD-tree [15] . The main idea of these algorithms is to reduce iteration times at the cost of space. Aiming at the multidimensional K-NN query, Cui, et al. presented ∆-tree structure [16] . In
Refs. [17, 18] , the query vector is regarded as a point in multidimensional space, and further as a centre of circle.
Then, a fixed Or unfixed-length radius is chosen to probe around until the final answer is gotten. All the methods above are based on the existing dataset and do not take data acquisition into consideration. However, data acquisition is a significant problem in WSN, because we usually cannot obtain the whole of the data. Therefore, it needs to combine query optimization with data acquisition optimization in WSN applications.
WSN is a typically distributed environment. Brian Babcock formalized the definition of distributed monitoring in multiple data flow environment in Ref. [19] . As for data acquisition in WSN, there are three types of methods in the main: model-driven data acquisition, sampling-based data acquisition and filter-based data acquisition.
Deshpande, et al. used the model-driven data acquisition method in Ref. [20] . The basic idea is to predict the readings of nodes according to a certain probability distribution, such as independent Gaussians, and visit the target nodes. Chu, et al. [21] proposed the Ken architecture for continuous monitoring. It uses a joint probability model to predict data for temporal suppression and a disjoint-clique model for spatial suppression. The main disadvantages of the model-driven method are that they are expensive in model selection and update. The sampling-based data acquisition method is to construct visiting models dynamically instead of using some fixed probability model. It is more flexible and adaptive to the changes of surroundings. Silberstein, et al. [22] succeeded in using it to answer Top-k queries. The sampling-based approach is reliable in the situation where 1) samples can be renewed in time, and 2) the environment changes smoothly. The last is the filter-based data acquisition method. Wu, et al. [23] proposed the algorithm FILA to answer Top-k query in WSN. Though FILA is similar to PREDICTOR in that they both use filters to prevent nodes from sending useless data, they are quite different in many other ways: Firstly, [23] . In PREDICTOR, the filter number is adjustable. Filters can be merged or divided according to the parameters λ and α.
Therefore, filters are more precise. Finally, PREDICTOR gives a novel method for filter updating. Silberstein A.
suggested the algorithm HAT in Ref. [24] . HAT uses threshold to suppress node from reporting their values with little difference from its previously reported. Though the Ken architecture and the HAT algorithm can both be used to answer K-NN query, they are much different from the approach presented in this paper. The significant one is that PREDICTOR is designed for real-time response for snapshot query, while the other two are for continuous monitoring.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we have introduced an energy-efficient multidimensional K-NN query optimization algorithm in WSN, which is called PREDICTOR. Its most significant character is to combine query optimization with data acquisition. It uses the distance between the samples and the query vector to determine filters for nodes. With the help of the filters the algorithm could prevent most nodes from sending useless data. Simulative experiment results
show that it is more energy-efficient than the naive approach.
As for future, we are interested in several extensions in PREDICTOR. 1) Support of the hierarchical topology.
We acknowledge that nodes communicate to the root by a relatively-fixed route in a multiple-hop way. The advanced PREDICTOR should empower middle nodes to filter the data passing by, rather than act as transceivers.
The transmission volume will further decrease if the middle nodes abandon some useless data; 2) Detection of node failure or link failure. When the server does not hear from a node for a long time, PREDICTOR needs to distinguish between node or link failure and the case that the data is always within its filter. We plan to add node registration mechanism into PREDICTOR to help making this distinction. 
